CLINICAL SURVEILLANCE SOFTWARE

Baxter ICNET:
In the Cloud
Where our clients prefer it, our software is easily and securely deployed through
cloud environments, offering flexibility, scalability and cost-efficiency. In this
arrangement, Baxter ICNET take responsibility for the IT Infrastructure, and access
is provided to a dedicated iteration of the software.

Why cloud computing?
One of the primary benefits of the
cloud is that it helps organisations
control costs. Cloud solutions do away
with the need to locally install, run, and maintain
applications and data centres. This provides a major
benefit by reducing demand for internal technical
support. New iterations of hardware and software
are instantly accessible following release, and users
have the flexibility to choose whether and when to
upgrade.It also offers a way to gain capabilities, by
adding scale and additional functionalities without
investing in infrastructure.

Which cloud?
We can offer secure public cloud
services in association with Microsoft
which meets the required levels of
information governance, alternatively we can offer a
private cloud service that offer hosted services to a
limited number of people behind a firewall.
Private cloud delivers similar advantages to the
public cloud, including scalability and multiple
facility usage. Unlike public clouds, which deliver
services to multiple organisations, a private cloud
is dedicated to a single organisation. Access to the
private cloud can be restricted to the customer’s
Virtual Private Network (VPN).

Data is secure
Safeguarding patient privacy is one
of Baxter ICNET’s highest priorities.
The recent deluge of cyberattacks on
healthcare entities and systems have everyone
understandably nervous about security and data
loss, as well as violations of patient privacy.
In the past, security concerns were often cited
as reasons to steer clear of the cloud. However,
the complexity of securely managing data against
attacks mean most organisations could benefit from
leveraging the world-class capabilities of major
cloud providers to maintain information security.

Our guarantee
Baxter ICNET ensures that the highest
standards of security are achieved and
that territorial standards for protection of
Personally Identifiable Information are met.

Helping you make the decision
Whether your organisation’s preference is for selfhosting, private or public cloud we can advise you on
the most appropriate and cost effective solution to
meet your needs.
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